Contemporary Literary Theory

In this series of essays, the authors aim to analyze the relationship between contemporary
literary theory and its practice. The authors have selected twelve of the most prominent,
influential and far-reaching theoretical positions currently available, such as hermeneutics,
archetypal criticism, deconstruction, psychoanalysis, feminism and Marxism. In a way that the
general reader can easily access, Atikins and Morrow discuss the primary features,
background, strategies and implications of those theories which are most influential at the
present time.
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Contemporary Literary Theory is not a single thing but a collection of theoretical approaches
which are marked by a number of premises, although not all of the theoretical approaches
share or agree on all of the them, most importantly deconstruction, post-Althusserian
ideological or 'political' criticism, post-Lacanian. Modern literary theory gradually emerges in
Europe during the nineteenth century. In one of the earliest developments of literary theory,
German higher. Contemporary Critical Approaches: Contemporary Literary Theory. This
course focuses on current trends in literary theory. Examining that context, then, is an essential
part for â€œunderstandingâ€• literary and aesthetic theory in general. In this series of essays,
the authors aim to analyze the relationship between contemporary literary theory and its
practice. The authors have selected twelve of .
[These summaries of contemporary literary and critical theory are based upon Harmon and
Holman's A Handbook to Literature (see. Contemporary literary theory: critique and
alternatives. This is a helpful introduction to major literary theories--from Marxism to
deconstruction--written by respected Christian critics. Each essay follows a similar pattern.
A Glossary of Contemporary Literary Theoryoffers a clear and comprehensive guide to key
literary theory.
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